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ABORTION

see also:

REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS


ACCOMPlice LIABILITY


ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


ADmiralty


**ADOPTION**


**ADVERTISING**

*see also:*

**CONSTITUTIONAL LAW**


**AFFIRMATIVE ACTION**


**AIDS**


Civil Liberties in the Crucible: An Essay on AIDS and the Future
Emerging Issues of AIDS and Insurance. A.H. Terl, vol. 12,
p.1291 ('88).
Forward: The Legal Challenge of AIDS. A.S. Leonard, vol. 12,
p.961 ('88).
Local Public Health Perspectives on the Acquired Immune Defi-
ciency Syndrome (AIDS) Epidemic. C. Konigsberg, Jr., M.F. Barerra,
vol. 12, p.1141 ('88).
Meeting the AIDS Epidemic in the Courtroom: Practical Sugges-
tions in Litigating Your First AIDS Case. W.L. Earl, J. Kavanaugh,
vol. 12, p.1203 ('88).

ALIENS

see also:
IMMIGRATION

Hard Decisions: Asylum Protection as Applied to Aliens Opposing
Equal Protection for Aliens—The Sliding Scale of Judicial Re-
The PRUCOL Provision in Public Benefits Law: Alien Eligibility

ALIMONY AND MAINTENANCE

Alimony Modification: Awards Based on Ability to Pay Without
Post-Dissolution Cohabitation of Alimony Recipients: A Legal

ANTITRUST LIABILITY

Apparent Authority and Antitrust Liability: An Incompatible
Combination? American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inc. v.

APPELLATE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

Appellate Practice [1989 Survey of Florida Law]. H.T. Wihnyk,
vol. 14, p.655 ('90).
Appellate Review of Class Standing Orders in Florida. J. Seamon,
vol. 6, p.593 ('82).

The District Court of Appeal—After the 1980 Jurisdictional
Amendment: A New Obligation Toward Decisional Harmony. V.
Lance, vol. 6, p.115 ('81).

APPORTIONMENT

New Techniques for Apportioning Based on Deviation From the

ARBITRATION

Arbitration [1990 Survey of Florida Law]. R.M. Jarvis, vol. 15,
p.923 ('91).

Medical Mediation—A Judicially Supervised Social Hour. E. Wi-

The Efficient Delivery of Arbitration Services Through Use of the

ARTS AND THE LAW

see Law and the Arts

ASBESTOS LITIGATION

Asbestos Litigation: Balancing the Interests of Insurance Compa-
nies, Manufacturers, and Victims. R.E. Mehr, vol. 6, p.573 ('82).

ASSUMPTION OF RISK

The Reemergence of Implied Assumption of Risk in Florida. S.S.

ATTORNEYS

see also:

ADVERTISING
ATTORNEYS' FEES
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
PUBLIC LEGAL SERVICE
LEGAL ETHICS


ATTORNEY FEES


AVIATION


BANKING


BANKRUPTCY


BOOK REVIEWS


CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT


CHILD CUSTODY


CHILDREN'S RIGHTS


CHILD SUPPORT


CHILD TORT IMMUNITY

Time to Abolish Parent-Child Tort Immunity: A Call to Repudi-
ate Mississippi's Gift to the American Family. J. Berman, vol. 4, p.25 ('80).

**Civil Procedure**

*see also:*

**APPELLATE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE**


**Class Actions**


**Commercial Law**


The Truth in Lending Simplification and Reform Act of 1980: Is "Simplification" Better for Both Consumer and Creditor? E.J. Keeler,
Index

vol. 8, p.175 ('83).

CONDOMINIUMS


CONFLICT OF LAWS


CONSORTIUM


CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

see also:
DISCRIMINATION
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
MUSIC AND OBSCENITY
RIGHT TO PRIVACY


**CONTEMPT**

The Use of Contempt of Court to Enforce Florida Divorce Decrees. J.F. Thomas, vol. 6, p.313 ('82).
CONTRACTS


CORPORATIONS


CRIMINAL LAW


Published by NSUWorks, 1992
11, p.1217 ('87).


CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

see also:
EVIDENCE
CRIMINAL LAW
SENTENCING
RIGHT TO COUNSEL
Admissability of Refusal to Submit to Blood Alcohol Test. J.C. Hauser, vol. 6, p.209 ('82).


Criminal Procedure [1986 Survey of Florida Law]. G.T. Bennett,

Denial of Bail to Drug Felons: Florida Statute 903.133. J.P. McLane, vol. 5, p.81 ('80).


**DISCRIMINATION**

*see also:*

**EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE**

**HOUSING DISCRIMINATION**


Published by NSUWorks, 1992
DIVORCE

*see Child Custody; Alimony and Maintenance*

**Drug Testing**


Toward a New Federal Right to Privacy. L. Siegel, vol. 11, p.703 ('87).

**DRUG USE**

Introduction: In Search of a Breakthrough in the War on Drugs. S. Wisotsky, vol. 11, p.891 ('87).
The War on Drugs: Predicting the Status Quo. J. Kaplan, vol. 11, p.931 ('87).

**DUTY TO WARN**


**EDUCATION**

Alternatives to Public School: Florida's Compulsory Education Dilemma. G.E. Sherman, vol. 6, p.269 ('82).
ELDER LAW


EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AND TECHNOLOGY

Keeping Capital and Jobs at Home. D.G. Olson, vol. 8, p.583 ('84).

EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE


ENERGY CONSERVATION


ENTRAPMENT

Entrapment: A Review of the Principles of Law Governing This Defense as Applied by The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals.
Index  

1992]  

p.611 ('83).

EVIDENCE


FAMILY LAW

see also:
CHILD CUSTODY
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
DIVORCE

FEDERAL JURISDICTION


Published by NSUWorks, 1992
FLORIDA CONSTITUTIONAL LAW


FORFEITURE


FOSTER CARE

see also:
ADOPTION
No Tears for Corey Greer: A Review of Foster Care in Florida. Is it Time to Ask the Court for Relief? M. Beach, vol. 12, p.881 ('88).

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES


FREEDOM OF SPEECH


FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

GOVERNMENT REGULATION

see also:
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

HANDICAPPED AND DISABLED


HOMOSEXUALITY AND LESBIANISM


HOUSING DISCRIMINATION


IMMIGRATION

see also:
ALIENS
Hard Decisions: Asylum Protection as Applied to Aliens Opposing


IMPACT FEES


INSURANCE


1992]

Index
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW


Protecting the Rule of Law from Assault in the War Against Drugs and Narco-Terrorism. B. Zagaris, vol. 15, p.703 ('91).


The Torture Convention and the Reception of International Crimi-
International Law

see also:

Conflict of Laws

Inverse Condemnation


Joint and Several Liability


Judiciary

Index

Breakstone v. MacKenzie: In a Case Where Fear of Bias is Raised by Judicial Election Campaign Contributions, There are No Clear Winners. P. Cooke, vol. 15, p.323 ('91).


Reflections About the United States Supreme Court. A.J. Goldberg, vol. 5, p.159 ('81).


Some Brief Observations on G. Edward White’s Rediscovery of

Stripping Away the Fictions: Interview with Mr. Justice Arthur J. Goldberg. Vol. 6, p.553 ('82).


**Juvenile Justice**


LABOR LAW

see also:

EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AND TECHNOLOGY
EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE


LANDLORD AND TENANT


LAW AND THE ARTS

14, p.225 ('90).
The Role of Creativity in Social and Political Processes. G. Har-
Where Are We Now? Some Thoughts on “Art Law”. S.D. Bieder-

LAW AND LITERATURE

Coming of Age Some More: “Law and Literature” Beyond the

LEGAL EDUCATION

A Dream: On Discovering the Significance of Fear. C.R. Law-
A Federal Litigation Program: For Students, Inmates and the Le-
10, p.723 ('86).
10, p.779 ('86).
A Neglected Minority—Women In Law School. F. Seidenberg,
vol. 10, p.853 ('86).
A New Direction In Legal Education: The CUNY Law School at
Application of The “Tipping Point” Principle to Law Faculty Hir-
ing Policies. D.A. Bell, Jr., vol. 10, p.319 ('86).
A Second Chance: Learning What Law School Never Taught Me.
A Semi-Modest Proposal: Is a Little Business Sense Too Much to
Congestion and Beyond: Change and Continuity In Modern Frech
10, p.297 ('86).
CUNY Law School: Outside Perspectives and Reflections. J.
Kleinberg, M. Barnes, vol. 12, p.1 ('87).
Economics of Mind: A Collaborative Reflection. D. Khosla, P.


The Law School and the Profession: A Need for Bridges. F.M. Coffin, vol. 11, p.1053 ('87).


LEGAL ETHICS

Client Perjury: The Law in Florida. R. Braccialarghe, vol. 12,
1992
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p.707 (‘88).


The Corporation’s Attorney-Client Gamble: Privileged Communications or Discovery Prone Disclosures. Vol. 6, p.79 (‘82).

LEGAL PROFESSION


LEGAL REFORM


LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP


Advice to the Untenured. G.L. Richmond, vol. 13, p.79 (‘88).


How Many Catz Can Stand on the Head of a Pin, or Andrew Lloyd Webber, Where Are You Now That We Need You? C.A. Wright, vol. 13, p.1 (‘88).


The Legal Scholar as Producer. A. Chase, vol. 13, p.57 (‘88).


LEGISLATION

Florida Nonsmokers Need Legislative Action to “Clear the Air”. C.R. Cowan, vol. 8, p.389 ('84).


LEGISLATORS AND ADMINISTRATORS—CHILDREN


Funding the Most Costly Alternative: A Legislative Paradox. W.W. Jenkins, vol. 8, p.331 ('84).


MARITAL PROPERTY


MEDIATION


MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE

see also:

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

Toward a Legally and Medically Acceptable Definition of Death.
Vol. 5, p.471 (‘81).

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE


MENTAL HEALTH


MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS


MUSIC AND OBSCENITY


NEGLIGENT ENTRUSTMENT


NUCLEAR WEAPONS


A Prelude to the Constitutional Debate. O. Lewis, vol. 7, p.56 (‘82).


NURSING

Nurse Practitioners: Here Today. ...Gone Tomorrow? S. Havens, vol. 6, p.365 ('82).

PARENT AND CHILD

see also:
ADOPTION
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
CHILD CUSTODY
CHILD TORT IMMUNITY
PARENT LIABILITY
SUPPORT OF DEPENDANTS

PARENT LIABILITY

PARTNERSHIPS


PENSION PLANS


POLICE


PREMISES LIABILITY


PRODUCTS LIABILITY


PUBLIC LEGAL SERVICE


RAPE


REAL PROPERTY

see also:

LANDLORD AND TENANT

PREMISES LIABILITY

ZONING


RELIGION


REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

Normative Regulation of Reproductive Technology in Israel. A. Shapira, vol. 13, p.609 ('89).

RIGHT TO COUNSEL

Does the Constitution Guarantee Court-Appointed Counsel When the Pleas Is "Don't Take My Baby Away"? Lassiter v. Department of Social Services. R.S. Ehrlich, vol. 6, p.289 ('82).


RIGHT TO DIE


RIGHT TO PRIVACY


RIGHT TO VOTE


SECURITIES


Shearson/American Express v. McMahon: The Expanding Scope

SENTENCING


SOVEREIGN LIABILITY


SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS


TAXATION

The Impact of FIRPTA and ERTA on Florida Real Estate Investment By a Netherlands Antilles Corporation. M. Patrick, vol. 6, p.163 ('81).

TORTS

WATER
Water Transfer: Shall We Sink or Swim Together? G.S. Betensky, vol. 7, p.523 ('83).

WILLS AND TRUSTS
The Fate of a Non-Resident Personal Representative: In Re Estate of Greenberg. Vol. 5, p.497 ('81).

**WORKER'S COMPENSATION**

Legislative Overview: The Florida Worker's Compensation. B. Abberger, vol. 4, p.91 ('80).


**WRONGFUL DEATH**


**ZONING**

*see also:*

**IMPACT FEES**
